Why join LUCI?

Being an Associated Member of LUCI offers a clear set of benefits.

1. Networking

LUCI provides its members with a global and diverse network of peers and experts coming from cities, lighting manufacturers, service companies, design studios, universities, light festival organisers and more. Our network has over 20 years of existence, is present in over 35 countries and is both a closely knit group and an expanding and open network.

By becoming a LUCI associated member, your organisation gains access to a platform that facilitates networking and sharing and gives opportunities to connect to potential partners. Members truly benefit from the collective knowledge and expertise inside LUCI, to contribute to the advancement of urban lighting strategies and solutions.

See for example... LUCI Events, LUCI members

2. Visibility

LUCI membership offers organisations the opportunity to enhance their visibility on the international stage, among decision makers and top urban lighting experts. The exposure, during in person activities as well as online will give recognition to your expertise globally and locally.

On many occasions, Associated members are invited to take the floor at events, participate in working groups or contribute to publications. Associated members can also sponsor events or projects giving them an extra role to support the network and shape the future of urban lighting.

See for example... LUCI Working groups, LUCI Publications

3. Awareness

LUCI is the perfect place for sharing knowledge and best practices in urban lighting at a macro level. Members learn together from successful projects, research updates, new technology approaches, and the latest trends and market developments. Associated members specifically gain from hearing firsthand the experiences and needs of cities and can leverage this knowledge to improve their own initiatives.

LUCI organizes events on a regular basis, face to face as well as online, where members engage in in depth discussions and gain insights through presentations and interactive sessions.

See for example... LUCI Coffee Bre@ks, LUCI Hub

>>>> Overall, being a member of LUCI empowers urban lighting professionals to meet, learn, act, speak and shape the future of urban lighting together. Cities and their “partners in light” grow together and become part of a global community focused on improving urban lighting practices and creating sustainable and human-centric cities.
Benefits for Associated Members

As a LUCI Associated Member, your organisation benefits from the following:

**Core Benefits for All**

**LUCI Events:**
- Invitation and participation free of charge in the [major LUCI events](#) in person or online:
  - LUCI Annual General Meeting (AGM)
  - City under Microscopes (CM)
  - Lyon Light Festival Forum (LLFF)
  - LUCI Asia Urban Lighting Workshop (LAULW)
- Accommodation is taken in charge for 1 representative from your organisation for major LUCI events;
- Invitation and participation free of charge in other LUCI events, including LUCI Coffee Bre@ks, guided tours, etc.
- Opportunity to distribute brochures / documentation during LUCI AGMs;
- Possibility to invite a client to LUCI events (subject to LUCI approval);
- Access to sponsoring of LUCI events at preferential cost.

**Promotion / Communication:**
- Your logo and link to your website on the [LUCI website](#);
- Reception of the *Cities & Lighting* Magazine, edited independently by LUCI;
- Reception of all other LUCI Publications;
- Reception of the members-only monthly LUCI Newsletter “NewsFlash”;

**Tools and Resources**
- 2 dedicated access to the [LUCI Hub](#) – LUCI’s online knowledge sharing platform, with the resources section, news monitoring, dedicated spaces for enhanced collaboration;
- Access to all LUCI online tools: e.g., [Light festival calendar](#), Light & Art Map

**1st Level**

**Private Corporations and Companies, Over 1000 Employees** 15,530 €

**Core benefits +**
- Possibility to candidate to the LUCI Executive Committee (no voting rights, see LUCI Statutes)
- Possibility to give news about your activity on LUCI website/ Newsletter
- Possibility to present your projects at LUCI AGM (OCS), or during LUCI Coffee Bre@ks
- Organization of personalized encounters with LUCI cities (AGM)
- LUCI can organize a group visits to your booth during main lighting fairs and exhibitions

**2nd Level:**

**Private Corporations and Companies, Over 200 Employees** 8,280 €

**Core benefits**

**3rd Level:**

**Private Corporations and Companies, Under 200 Employees** 3,110 €

**Core benefits**

**4th Level:**

**Small Companies Under 10 Employees, Universities** 1040 €

**Core benefits**
Membership Form
Associated Members

Organisation: ........................................................................................................................................

Number of employees: .........................................................................................................................

Represented by:

Surname: ............................................................................................................................................

First name: .........................................................................................................................................

Job title: .............................................................................................................................................

Tel: .......................................................................................................................................................

Postal address: .....................................................................................................................................

Email: ..................................................................................................................................................

☐ I declare that to the best of my knowledge all details supplied above are correct and complete.

☐ I confirm our intention to become a member of LUCI Association and to participate in its
development and everyday life on the basis of the annual fees (in annexe).

Remarks: .............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................

Date:

Signature:

Please sign and scan this form and send it to: luci@luciassociation.org